
UPCOMING EQ WORKSHOP

BRAIN PROFILER | 15 AUG

JOBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

Brain
Profiler

Workshop

JOHANNESBURG WORKSHOP
15th August 2018 | 8 am to 4.30 pm

R6000 per person

Multiple delegate discounts available.

IMPORTANT
The Unlocking EQ workshop is a prerequisite for the Brain Profiler Certification

Share Tweet Forward

LEARN TO USE FOUR POWERFUL, PRACTICAL EQ TOOLS

TO DEVELOP INSIGHT AND PERFORMANCE.

The Brain profiles are powerful, practical and highly engaging. Become certified as a 

Six Seconds Brain Profiler able to purchase and administer these individual and 

group profiles.

Get certified as an EQ Profiler to access four powerful, practical tools to develop 

insight and performance. The training focuses on practical applications of the 

profiles, so you walk away understanding the tools and specific ways to use them to:

Improve communication by building awareness of Brain Styles

Strengthen talent from selection to development by conducting an interview (or 

coaching session) around the Brain Talents

Focusing on the people-side of strategy by using the Dashboard for insight on a team 

and how they can most effectively achieve their goals.

In this course you will…

Ÿ Recognize how you blend emotion and cognition to process information

Ÿ Discover your own BRAIN STYLE and BRAIN TALENTS

Ÿ Learn to utilize the three EQ Profiles with others to enhance your training, 

coaching and people development

Ÿ Gain insight into groups using the Dashboard

Ÿ Become certified as a Six Seconds’ Brain Profiler able to purchase and administer 

the Brain Brief, Brain Talent, Brain Discovery, and Dashboard profiles.

The Brain profiles distill the power of an advanced emotional intelligence 

assessment tool into one page for compelling, quick, meaningful insight.

This course is ideal for people wanting to develop the people side of performance 

and to improve communication by building awareness of brain styles.

http://www.eqinaction.co.za/
http://eq4u.co.za/
http://eq4u.co.za/workshop-registration-form
http://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fmailchi.mp%2F1a41794ce214%2Femotional-intelligence-self-awareness-workshop-in-march
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http://us11.forward-to-friend.com/forward?u=a72888f9abd279066c48e3dca&id=95467bdcaa&e=[UNIQID]
http://6seconds.org/

